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Forward
Operators need a variety of diagnostic tools in order to 
make their lives easier. Sometimes it becomes necessary to 
add, improve, or modify the suite of diagnostics in order to 
do new or different jobs, or to improve upon existing 
methods in one's accelerator. 

This talk will attempt to outline various methods by which 
specific diagnostic improvements have been achieved in 
the CEBAF accelerator at Jefferson lab and abstract 
methods of process which can be applied to any 
lab/setting.



CEBAF

CEBAF Cryomodule



CEBAF Example: Emittance Measurements

Existing method of measurement:
The wire scanner  is used to scan beam profile one scan at 
a time while varying the strength of an upstream 
quadrupole over a known/deterministic range. This data is 
transmitted to an accelerator physicist who analyzes it to 
determine the Twiss parameters at this location. The 
accelerator model (in Optim/Elegant) is then used to 
determine what quad changes (if any) are required to 
constrain the Twiss parameters (or the beam envelope) at 
the desired location.



Emittance (Review)*

*Particle Accelerator Physics, 3rd ed.  Wiedemann



Twiss Parameters/Beam Envelope*

*Particle Accelerator Physics, 3rd ed. Wiedemann p. 185



Wire Scanner

*Image by Tony Dela Cruz



Data Collection Automated



Scripts written to extract Twiss parameters



Script written to analyze against CEBAF model (Elegant)

Command line interface functional, but obtuse to some…



Procedure created to detail script/tool usage for non-experts

Operations working in concert with software group / accelerator physicists



More Intuitive Software (qsUtility)
(Allows for better analysis/error correction)

Development by High Level Apps group with Ops feedback



Change in Data Collection Method (Zig-Zag)
(Faster Data Collection)

Development by Crew Chief working with HLA under guidance of an Accelerator physicist



Related: Analysis of downtime (4/29/11)

The Director of Operations met with an Accelerator Physicist, the Operability coordinator, 
and his deputy to discuss a summary of two years worth of unscheduled tuning time. 

Out of 273 hours over two years of unscheduled tune time, 91% of the lost time was 
divdided into 11 different categories. The list below summarizes this:

• Hall B Beam size: 83  
• Dispersion/optics drift, cycle the world events: 53 
• Hall A&C Backgrounds, including Compton: 47 
• Extraction BLM trips/setup: 23 
• Injector transmission: 15 
• Hall A&C beam size: 12 
• Path length maintenance: 6 
• ILM0R04 trips (does not include Jan 2011 event): 4 
• Shunt troubles / Lambertson stripes: 3
• Ion chamber trips: 2 
• Other: 25 
Total: 273 hours 

(83/273 = ~30%)



Results of Analysis

Considerations: Hall B beam size & breathing 83 hours (FY 09/10) 
Faster matching data acquisition vs. multiharp would make it easier for Ops to insist on 
actual matching vs. using SmartKnobs or other quads empirically.  

Faster acquisition/matching programs in works. Additionally, moved 2C23 CW/Yag:Ce viewer 
to 2C24 girder (requiring modification of the stand and vacuum cross) after ensuring the change 
will survive through both the energy upgrade and the upcoming experiment (HD-Ice) at the 
direction of the APEL (Accelerator Physics Experimental Liaison). Allows for faster empirical 
match at desired location as viewer easier to tune against then wire scanner (You can watch 
your change immediately instead of waiting for wire scan.)

60 Hz current variation can be due to injector laser phase or scraping.  The latter is 
generally at extraction.  Reduction in injector 60 Hz would help.  

Training on Injector setup and Separation. Sleuthing for noise sources with spectrum 
analyzer/o’scopes. Careful setup by Injector group and investigation by source group…

Beam orbit in accelerator drifts when hall B is the high pass hall.
More sensitive orbit locks envisioned for lower current beam following energy upgrade

Beam shoulders are generally sourced in injector and shouldn't simply be hidden 
"within" the central distribution via hall B quad changes.  
Experimental Hall doesn’t care to first order… not showing up profoundly in data.



Change of Viewer position

From Above                                                                           Side View

Match point differed from Diagnostic location



Movement existing diagnostic hardware (Breaking Vacuum)

Old                                                      Current

CW Viewer moved from ~7m out to a few cm from wire scanner

Speed of empirical beam tuning greatly increased



Incremental Improvements
Incremental improvements:
Initial improvement:
• Automating data collection 
• Creation of Linux shell scripts (Former accelerator operator aggravated 

with doing data analysis by hand wrote shell scripts to do it for her)
• Automation of data processing
• Create procedures to make usage of software more transparent
Secondary improvements/refinements:
• qsUtility (GUI uses shell script algorithms but allows for error 

reduction through de-selection of points in the data set) (In-progress)
• Change in wire scanner operation- Straight insert/extract to Zig-zag 

protocol while varying quad strength; this allows for faster data taking. 
(5 minutes instead of 20-30 minutes) (In-progress)

• Revise procedures as necessary.
• Better/different hardware where it has the most impact



Abstraction



Identifying your problems/short falls

How?
– Operational experience (That’s you guys)
– Analysis of archived signals/data
– Analysis of unplanned accelerator down times and what is 

causing/contributing to them and looking for patterns.
– The #*(@ thing is broken…
– Diagnostics, Engineering, and Software group ideas/modification/new 

hardware/software
– Can we do things in a better way than we currently are? (The optimization 

problem…)
– Conduct Experimentation/Proof of concept
– Physics Division input (Are we trying to meet a goal or design 

specification for a new experiment?)
– Management and other input



Planning and Assessing Resources
• Identify the players it affects (directly or indirectly): Operations, 

Diagnostics, Software, Opticians/Physicists, etc.
• Will you solution cause more or less down time to your experimenters 

than the problem? (Is there a significant benefit for this exchange?)
• Determine the constraints of your system:

– Are you able throw money at it once and make it go away for 
good? (Usually the answer here is no, as there is little to no money 
save for labor OR the problem is more complicated)

– Can one affect a hardware solution or a software solution (or 
both… what’s cheapest/most effective)

• Resource assessment: people, equipment, hardware/software, special 
pots of money (Accelerator Improvement Projects (AIP) $ from the 
DOE); things don’t have to be done all at once…

• Engaging your resources… people work better when they are self 
motivated



Formulating Solutions
• Do cost-benefit analysis… show the downtime the 

problem is generating is costing the Lab more than trying 
to effect a solution. This can translate into $ for a solution.

• Identify Problems/Shortfalls and define the scope of work. 
Hold to this because scope creep can kill projects by 
making them miss deadlines and run over budget.

• Can we do it a better way? (The optimization problem)
• Incremental Improvements are good; don’t be afraid of 

them. Much easier to make a number of small gradual 
changes rather then large substantial changes. (Less people 
will make waves for you)

• Assign a project manager and form a committee of those 
interested to work on problem… sometimes this is 3 
people, sometimes it’s 30…



Practical Questions
• How does operations get involved early enough to get diagnostics 

which they want and which are useful/usable?
Let Operators work with other groups (either in rotation or in 
accordance with their wishes) during shutdowns and assign specific 
liaison to important groups/experiments. Allow them to continue with 
this work if desired when not on shifts. 

• How to interface with appropriate parties to develop useful 
diagnostics?
Talk to them… most of getting what you need is building a rapport 
with the group you need it from. Try and understand where they are 
coming from, what their system is / how it works, and what 
compromise  you can come to which will help you both to affect 
solutions in the future. Engineers/Programmers are not magic robots 
you hit in the head when you want something… don’t treat them like 
they are…



Practical Questions (continued)
• What do you do when you have the right diagnostics in the wrong location and vice-

versa?
Create process to motivate diagnostic improvements / modifications (analyzing down 
time, suggest solutions, offer cost-benefit analysis…)

• What should you do when the tool is too complicated and/or obtuse for operations to 
use? / What do you do when the tool/diagnostic you get is klugey/does not work right?
Either someone must learn to live with it and then write procedures/train the rest of the 
group

OR
Talk with tools creator and work with them to see what you can do to make it more user 
friendly. Easy cosmetic changes for them may help you dramatically… like putting all 
the buttons in the order you must hit them for your procedure.

OR
Accept some tools are broken and at an opportune time (ie. A shutdown) may need to be 
rewritten. Work with tool maker to form requirement document for the next 
version/upgrade of the tool. Eventually most tools must be rewritten due to software/OS 
upgrades, changes in libraries or programming languages, etc. Have your changes made 
during one of these already cumbersome rewrite periods when large bodies of code 
already must be changed.



Thanks!
• Dept. of Operations: Arne Freyberger

– Ops: Noel Okay, Terry Carlino, & Dennis Turner
– Operability: Steve Suhring, Randy Michaud, & Tom Oren

• Accelerator Physicists: 
– Jay Benesh, Mike Tiefenback, & Mike Spata

• Software / High level apps groups: 
– Marie Keesee & Michele Joyce

• Engineering: Ron Lauze
– EES-IC: Keith Cole, Tony Dela Cruz, & Brad Cumbia

• Mechanical Engineering: Rick Wolfley
• Injector Group: Yan Wang
• Source Group: Riad Suleman



Questions / Thoughts?


